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We are excited to publish our 3rd annual edition of financial technology predictions, where we 
look back at how our predictions for 2017 panned out and look forward to what we can expect in 
2018. 
2017 has been a year of continued growth for companies in the financial technology vertical. 
We’ve seen the levels of funding and deals remain consistent with the previous two years, and 
expect to end at over $14bn in financing volume. 
In line with our predictions, blockchain and AI-driven solutions for banking continue to gain 
momentum, with a particular focus on network security given the recent spate of high profile 
incidents. 

Momentum in other enterprise software applications remains difficult as sales cycles are 
notoriously long despite incumbents having invested in setting up innovation teams. SME 
financing was expected to breakthrough in 2017, but providers have been unable to build 
significant volume as lack of consistent data scoring hampers growth.

In the following pages you will find a brief summary of our predictions for 2018 in terms of 
investment themes, geographic trends as well as the impact of Fintech on incumbents, ecosystem
and regulation.
For those interested in the more detailed report underlying the trends, feel free to contact us.

Finch Capital (formerly Orange Growth 
Capital) is a venture capital firm investing 
in early stage companies.
We are thematic investors focusing on 
technology-enabled innovation bringing 
about the transformation of the financial 
services sector. 

Finch Capital has three offices in 
Amsterdam, London and Singapore, out of 
which it is supporting bold entrepreneurs.

We have made 19 investments in leading 
financial technology businesses across the 
Netherlands, UK, Germany, Switzerland, 
Spain and Indonesia.  

Finch Capital is now investing its second 
fund with a geographic focus on Europe 
and selectively on South East Asia.

Radboud Vlaar, Partner
Hans de Back, Partner
Annette Wilson, Partner
Aman Ghei, Principal
Alix Brunet, Associate
Yong Kit Lui, Analyst
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Prediction

How did 2017 compare to our predictions?
Status Comments

B2B or B2B2C players win more 
than B2C

Blockchain and roboadvisory are 
areas incumbents will win

Overhaul of SME solutions in 
banking and insurance

AI - From mainstream to 
sophisticated solutions

Lending: From mainstream to high 
yield and supply chain specialist 

CTR – ALT – DEL of insurance 
value chain 

• Despite investing in innovation labs and partnerships, sales cycles remain long for B2B players (12 
to 18 months). CAC for B2C players are putting immense pressure on gross margins

• Building a partnership-driven approach remains important
• More focus on top of the line marketing rather than performance marketing

• While blockchain-based applications are still not mainstream, the role of banks working through 
consortiums to enable these applications has become evident

• It is difficult to build out an application without a network of banks, particularly in payments
• Consolidation within digital advisory is also expected to continue
• We have seen players such as Revolut, N26 and Tide move into this space aggressively
• Focus on improving gross margins, introducing revenue-generating products (FX and lending)
• While foundations continue to be laid, we expect that the winner will be able to onboard complex 

SMEs quickly and cheaply

• Most financial institutions have engaged in AI and machine learning-based platforms and are 
working to standardize applications across the banks

• Revenue-enhancing applications are likely to be better received (sales cycle) than cost reduction
• Procurement process remains constrained, but adoption is increasing at a steady pace 

• Maintaining credit quality at scale remains challenging as one moves beyond “prime” clients
• Factoring amongst low-mid tier remains popular, but ability to scale volume and effectively 

compete with credit providers will provide for an interesting dynamic
• Supply chain finance is still to be transformed as processes remain manual and paper-based
• Product-led innovation as opposed to broker and distribution-led. Tools to reduce claim costs 

remain critical, but we see that adoption is slower at insurance companies than at banks
• Pay-as-you-go model issues remain, as the risk of GWP reduction is not compelling for insurers
• Reinsurers continue to be active to provide capacity and are looking for the best distributers 

3

Rise of South East Asia as a 
Fintech hub

• The fragmentation of the Asian markets is increasing. Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand are 
challenging Singapore and Hong Kong as Fintech powerhouses 

• Strong e-commerce momentum in Indonesia is resulting in the emergence of an ecosystem of 
payments, loyalty and banking start-ups
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2018 Investment Trends
2018, a year where winners
…use automation, AI or blockchain solutions
…leverage disintermediation
…simplify and secure infrastructure 
…shift focus from distribution to product
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Investment Subsectors

2018 sector predictions overview

Blockchain • Smart contracts: Use cases become clearer and first platform winners claim victory
• Payments: Ripple breaks out

Wealth 
Management

• Disruptive: ROBO melt down as current unit economics are stretched 
• Enabling: Focus on 10x advisor productivity and UX

Payments • Consolidation and new models that fill gaps in B2B cross-border payments

Security • Fix internal recognition, then focus on compliance at core

Infrastructure • Banks are nervous to touch and replace core infrastructure
• Container environments gain momentum

Disintermediation • Tech-led brokers gain share by delivering a delightful customer experience
• Be aware of the CAC fight

Insurance • Shift towards reducing cost of claims and improving underwriting using technology
• Reinsurers remain the most active investors in the space

Challenger Banks • Competition heats up, with many new entrants and economics being tested
• Not a traditional VC game, as it is capital intensive

Financing • Without connected platform there is no point, as only few reach profitable scale

Artificial 
Intelligence

• Decision time for incumbents to purchase, as AI impact on sales and customer 
service kicks in

ICOs • Realisation that ICO is an instrument and not an asset
• Regulation hampers growth, infrastructure solutions balloon

1

Cryptocurrency • Crypto use case to replace currency has gone
• Crypto trading class hype and volatility remain…until regulation or panic kicks in
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Market dynamics
• Awaiting a platform winner so deeper applications can be built
• Most financial institutions are experimenting with a combination of Ripple 

(payments) and R3 or an internally-led private ledger (e.g. IBM)
• Most of the spend is still from “innovation” budgets, making it hard to predict 

ROI and true spending potential 
• Building a lasting network of financial institutions is important for start-ups. 

To date, focus has been on reducing cross-border payment costs, verification of 
counterparty and traceability

• Technologies allowing interoperability between different blockchain 
infrastructures will gain momentum

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Largest network of banks for cross-border payment 
technology. Likely to start rivalling SWIFT in 5 years
Workflow automation for capital markets, potential to become 
the leading clearing and settlement solution
Enterprise blockchain application platform addressing data, 
identity and network management issues

Key takeaways
• Smart contract is the most important application built on blockchain
• In a private network, they can be used to execute transactions seamlessly. 

Interoperability will be crucial

Blockchain: Smart contract use cases become clearer and 
first platform winners claim victory, Ripple breaks out

6

Wealth Management: ROBO melt down as current unit 
economics are stretched
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Source: McKinsey, 2017

1

Market dynamics
• Consolidation of ROBO advisors. Unit economics (~75bps of AUM) are not 

scalable as AUM needs to be in excess of $5bn for any meaningful revenue
• Focus is shifting to providing IFAs and asset managers with tools to reduce 

cost ratios, improve efficiency and spend more time talking to clients
• Wealth-focused CRM solutions are on the rise as clients move towards mobile 

platforms. Advisers need to quickly provide them with relevant information
• There is still room for a ”Robinhood” European or Asian solution, giving 

consumers the ability to trade assets and build portfolios cheaply
• Risk, order settlement and analytics platforms are trying to break into the 

market but are hitting resistance from big asset managers who would rather 
build solutions internally. Mid/lower tier asset managers use Bloomberg AIM

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Financial operating system for investors and advisers, 
partnership with Morgan Stanley, $800bn AUM
Portfolio, risk and order management system for funds, 
replacing expensive Bloomberg AIM instances
Customer engagement and communication tools enabling 
advisors to communicate with clients across channels

Key takeaways
• Building direct consumer propositions remains difficult and capital intensive
• Businesses focusing on providing tools to make asset managers’ life simpler 

gain momentum

Outsourcing
29

Personnel
26

Software
20

Hardw.
11

Applications
45

Data center
29

End-user
12

Other
14

Other
15

By cost 
type

By 
function 
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% of total wealth managers IT spend

Source: EY, 2015
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Market dynamics
• Re-emergence of consumer-facing payment tech (e.g. Facebook Messenger, 

chatbots, WeChat etc.). It remains unclear which provider will win in Europe. 
Cash is not going away despite the progress of mobile payments

• Focus on improving cross payment settlement and infrastructure but inertia 
from FIs who generate substantial revenue via float

• Stripe, Adyen dominate PSP landscape, but emergence of value added 
solutions covering fraud, billing can shift dominance. Merchants are unlikely to 
replace PSPs, so API-driven approach is more receptive

• Payout efficiency, largely batch processing, remains unaddressed as paying 
contractors and developers timely is crucial for the ecosystem

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Modular approach to payment and ancillary products 
allowing companies to easily add acquirers and fraud tools
Smart data network for business payments and 
disbursements, drastically reduces costs
Smart business payment card and automated reporting

Key takeaways
• Margin pressure will remain as fees continue to come under microscope
• Infrastructure evolves every 5 to 7 years and we are likely to see the next 

generation of payment companies emerge, particularly on the B2B side

Payments: Consolidation and new models that fill gaps 
in B2B cross-border payments

Security: Fix internal recognition, then focus on 
compliance at core

Market dynamics
• Frequency and severity of cybercrime, in particular DDOS and ransomware, 

are increasing. Main cause remains malware via employee
• Early stage startups find it difficult to break into this market primarily due to 

financial institutions’ resistance to give access to critical infrastructure 
• Emergence of GDPR and PSD2 solutions, but unclear for FIs how to adopt
• Biometrics form factor has high success rates. How it will combine with other 

form factors within the IoT ecosystem will be crucial
• All threat intelligence platforms will be AI/ML driven but speed of adoption in 

enterprise software will remain modest
• More sophisticated underwriting criteria for cybersecurity insurance 

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Network-based AI cybersecurity with 3,000 customers
User identity verification for financial services securing 5bn 
transactions a year
AI-driven risk platform addressing financial crime risk

Key takeaways
• There are multiple threat intelligence platforms and it is hard for financial 

institutions to experiment and differentiate at an early stage
• We see compliance with upcoming regulatory changes (GDPR, PSD2) and data 

management as important verticals for financial institutions 

7

Worldwide IT Security Products Markets

Source: Jefferies, 2017
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Infrastructure: Banks nervous to touch and replace core 
infrastructure, container environments gain momentum

8

Market dynamics
• IT infrastructure is still mostly on premise, but in the next 3-5 years we expect 

banks to move at least 50% of their infrastructure to the cloud
• Rise of core banking infrastructure, API-driven approach taken to reduce 

complexity with a focus on improving service delivery
• Shift to cloud and containerized environments resulting in network 

complexities, such as security, compliance and maintenance
• The benefits of leveraging containers at banks in particular will enable them to 

become more agile. PaaS 1 teams will be set up to supplement network teams

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Want to replace legacy systems at banks helping them 
transform to better manage transactions
Simplifies deployment, observability and monitoring for 
containers and micro-services
Enterprise blockchain infrastructure with the potential to 
replace legacy banking systems

Key takeaways
• Complexity in data centre and network environments are increasing and FIs 

are looking for tools to simplify and secure their infrastructure
• There is no need to convince them of benefits of cloud and more time should be 

spend on improving simplicity

Market dynamics
• Broker-led businesses are being transformed by a combination of technology-

enabled software and improved customer experience
• We believe that mortgage broking is an example of a vertical that is ripe for 

innovation in particular markets and as a result we invested in two leading 
players in the the UK and Netherlands

• End-to-end fulfillment of financial products solves real pain points compared 
to simple lead generation, particularly in South East Asia

• CAC remains high, building partnership pipeline is critical and supplementing 
with brand spend. It is important to be gross margin positive from the outset 

• Other industries where financial disruption via marketplaces will occur are 
automotive (leasing, financing, damage and insurance), travel (installment 
products) and financial services businesses (factoring, MGAs and lending)

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Mobile-based car-as-a-service concept using AI-based pricing is 
disrupting car ownership and leasing costs
Payment platform working with airlines (American Airlines and 
JetBlue) enables travel costs to be spread out monthly
Platform making the mortgage process fast and simple in the US, 
in partnership with Fannie Mae

Key takeaways
• Customer acquisition costs can be prohibitive, a B2B2C approach works better 

to build a product providing a positive net contribution margin
• Partnerships are effective, but to build true volume, one must supplement with 

marketing spend
• Automotive and real estate industries are ripe for disintermediation 

Disintermediation: Tech-led brokers gain share by 
delivering delightful customer experience
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1: Platform as a service.
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Insurance: Shift towards reducing cost of claims and 
improving underwriting, reinsurers remain active investors

Challenger banks: Competition heats up, with new 
entrants and economics being tested; capital intensive

9

Market dynamics
• Continued development of solutions for data analytics, underwriting, risk 

modeling, IoT devices, fraud prevention and claims management
• Move away from broker and distribution models to product-led approaches, 

with growing proportion of investments in B2B solutions
• Acquiring customers remains costly and (re)insurers are becoming more 

powerful as they are able to provide capacity  
• Interpreting data remains a challenge for insurers. Technologies to improve 

data capture and processing: image, surveillance capabilities, damage 
estimations to reduce cost of processing claims

• Better unit economics/loss ratios in niche markets (pets, SME, digital)

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Deep learning tools for visual inspection with applications in 
insurance, maintenance and medical imagery
Group-based specialized insurance, including pet coverage, 
with over 350,000 members
Digital asset inventory, management and on-demand 
insurance platform

Key takeaways
• (Re)insurers will continue to make strategic investments and startups will have 

to weigh pros and cons of a strategic relationship with them
• For distribution, it is key to have underwriting authority
• Startups enabling insurers to build better products will start to emerge

Market dynamics
• Regulatory dynamics in UK/Europe allow the region to have the largest 

number of challenger banks compared to the US
• Complete challenger banks (deposit/lending proposition) offer better return on 

equity than any large bank due to lower cost to income ratios
• Customer acquisition is usually through comparison websites, whilst with 

direct challenger banks can offer better return 
• “UX1 layer” challenger banks face difficulty in building strong unit economics 

as Revolut and Zopa apply for banking licenses 

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Digital Mastercard current account, partnerships with 
Transferwise and Allianz. Launching in the UK
SME lending, property finance and savings platform having 
lent over £900m
Personal and business banking, savings and mortgage app 
with over £900m in deposits

Key takeaways
• Challenger banks that lend will continue to have advantage over consumer-

only facing solutions
• Pressure on gross margin remains and key to success will be having a niche 

focus (bank for immigrants, self employed, property developers etc.)
• Require high capital to succeed, not venture play

9
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Market dynamics
• Local invoice factoring/financing players across regions gained momentum. 

Successful players need to move upstream and target merchants with €100k+ 
invoices to finance

• P2P lending remains resilient, but still needs to be supplemented by building a 
loan book. £3.2bn lent by Zopa, Funding Circle and Ratesetter

• VC investment has slowed, but next generation platforms are emerging with 
access accounting and business data seen as crucial in getting further insight 
into the customer and offering them a variety of financing products

• SME financing gap is well documented, but little movement on closing it as 
servicing remains costly/cumbersome and credit supply is constrained 

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Online invoicing software serving more than 125,000 
European businesses
Instant invoice factoring solutions for entrepreneurs
Crowdlending platform with AI-powered credit scoring 
managing over €590mn

Key takeaways
• Effectively servicing medium-to-large enterprises is as important as SMEs
• At the end of the day, the effectiveness of the risk algorithm is difficult to judge 

without sufficient data
• The pressure to scale generally results in an increase in default rates 

Market dynamics
• Financial services remains the most active vertical for implementation of AI 

applications. Capital markets and risk scoring have seen strong adoption. 
Insurance claims and fraud solutions have also seen uptake

• Abundance of credit scoring applications. Most common use: train system with 
existing data to recognize patterns and make predictions based on future 
incoming data (machine learning)

• Deep learning AI is still rare to find in business applications
• More activity in sales process recommendations and automation, fraud 

analysis, prevention, threat intelligence, quality management

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Deep learning platform applied to business process 
optimisation, including insurance claim assessment
Automated risk management platform using machine 
learning, 60 clients including Citi and Capital One
Machine learning-based fraud detection and prevention 
platform for digital businesses

Key takeaways
• Key question for lots of companies out there is what is the ROI (immediate) 

that they are driving to the business
• As a result, focus is on revenue enhancing technologies rather than cost 

reducing, such as customer engagement rather than compliance

Financing: Without connected platform there is no 
point, as only few reach profitable scale

Artificial Intelligence: Decision time for incumbents to 
purchase, as AI impact in sales/customer service kicks in

10
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ICOs: Realisation ICO is an instrument, regulation 
hampers growth, infrastructure solutions balloon

11

11

Market dynamics
• Ethereum gave rise to ICOs and retail investors are flocking to Bitcoin as they 

dip their hands in crypto for the first time
• Rise of exchanges making it easier for consumers to buy/sell. Lack of 

transparent pricing (Bitcoin has significantly different prices on different 
exchanges) causing confusing

• Interoperability between tokens will become important as consumers and 
receivers look to widen acceptance

• Venture investment in bitcoin remittance/acceptance remains strong, although 
wallets/miners have now been capped

Companies/currencies to watch outside Finch portfolio
Bitcoin payment processor building a cross-border supply 
chain network to enable payments
Digital currency exchange platform providing retail 
customers an easy way to invest in crypto
Open source peer-to-peer digital currency with speed and 
low fees making it better suited for payments 

Key takeaways
• Cryptocurrencies are not going to disappear, in fact they will continue to grow 

until a regulatory framework is drawn to address concerns
• The cryptocurrency market is expected to gradually mature and continue 

growing, as it remains small compared to traditional assets

Cryptocurrency: Currency replacement has gone, trading 
class hype and volatility remain…until regulation or panic

12

Market dynamics
• Ethereum unleased the crazy but institutions remain skeptical, and while there 

are serious projects, a number of scams also exist
• Regulatory, security and volatility issues. US, UK, Germany and Japan issued 

warnings against ICOs. China and South Korea banned ICOs. Switzerland is 
investigating, creating uncertainty. Singapore is considering an ICO sandbox. 
Australia has an ICO exchange

• Re-focus on why they exist: Transparency and an incentive to upgrade/build 
core web infrastructure (Linux, SSL, HTML) 

Companies to watch outside Finch portfolio
De-centralised liquidity network protocols, potential 
eliminating forex and payment networks. $150m+ raise
De-centralized network for digital storage through which 
users can effectively rent out their spare capacity
Smart contract platform that can process 1,000 transactions 
per second

Key takeaways
• Remain wary of most ICOs, wait and see how applications evolve
• Focus on ICOs that transform web infrastructure 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 
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ICOs by Category
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Source: Autonomous NEXT, 2017
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2018 Geographic Themes
2018, a year where
…Continental Europe develops specialised Fintech hubs
…South East Asian Fintechs offer increasingly complex products
…Fintech solutions contributes to financial inclusion
…Regulators support Fintech innovation
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UK • Continues to lead Fintech by domestic size and ecosystem, first big exits give further boost
• Limited Brexit impact on the start-up ecosystem but that could change

France • Government boost paying off, especially in AI and B2B
• One of the biggest Fintech exits (Compte-Nickel) shows increasing appetite

Spain • Cost base and talent pool make the Iberian Peninsula an attractive region in Europe
• Springboard for UX-driven B2B software

Switzerland • Focus on building deep financial technology software
• Relatively high cost base but talent pool exists

Nordics • Sweden leads, but Finland is catching up with core tech experience
• Cashless society means that the next payment unicorn can emerge from the region

Poland and CEE • Poland is accelerating over Estonia following a big push from the local government
• Extending beyond outsourcing centers

Singapore • MAS1 plays a crucial role in the development of the region. Competition from other South 
East Asian hubs is challenging dominance, although Singapore will remain a safe haven

Indonesia • Becoming the biggest Asian Fintech market outside India and China
• Booming e-commerce market, with banking infrastructure having to catch up

Malaysia • Islamic Finance hub of the region, having issued most global infrastructure sukuk bonds
• Fintech market remains early but rising

13

• Hub for start-ups following existing innovation, with focus on execution
• Leaders in banking and infrastructure are emergingGermany

Geographies Finch PortfolioKey Predictions

US • Lagging customer Fintech adoption and state by state regulation are hampering rapid scaling
• Will remain hub for most unicorns driven by capital availability

2018 geographic predictions overview

1: The Monetary Authority of Singapore.

• Well developed Fintech ecosystem, supported by public initiatives
• Growth limited by scarce early stage capitalIreland
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• Adyen puts the Netherlands on the map as a payment and trading hub
• Remains one of the largest pension management markets globallyNetherlands
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Fintech activity 
• London remains the global hub for financial services with deal flow and 

volumes remaining at near peak levels
• Focus is shifting from challenger banks and lending, which dominated last 3-5 

years, to insurance. Within lending/financing, pan-European leaders are based 
here (Zopa, Funding Circle, Market Invoice)

• While foundations for AI tech exist, few companies are focused on financial 
services applications outside of security

• The payments ecosystem (enablers, aggregators etc.) remains nascent 
• Most GDPR-related startups we meet come from London
• Entrepreneurs First and Barclays Fintech are established programmes
• High Fintech adoption growth, from 14% in 2015 to 42% in 20171

Which sectors are hot
• B2B and B2C Insurtech is growing, the UK is 2nd largest market globally
• Cybersecurity and Regtech benefit from headlines and regulatory scrutiny

Market leaders
Banking alternative app with a million users
AI-based identity verification engine for businesses
Network-based AI cybersecurity with $200mn in contracts

Key takeaways
• UK expected to remain Fintech market leader with limited impact from Brexit 

with insurance replacing banking and lending
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1: Adoption by users as a percentage of the digitally active population, EY. 2: CB Insights.

Fintech activity 
• Ireland represented 7% of European Fintech investments in 20172, driven by 

Carlyle’s $400m investment in ION Investment Group
• Besides Enterprise Ireland’s high potential start-up funding, there is a lack of 

“early stage” capital compared to growth stage capital
• Government’s strategy for Ireland’s financial services sector aims to develop a 

thriving Fintech innovation and investment hub, supported by partnerships 
with the local network of established financial institutions 

• Tech ecosystem supported by solid talent pool and low corporate tax attracting 
leading groups, such as Google and Facebook

• Limited local market size leading to rapid expansion to UK, US and EU
• Fintech adoption among the general public remains limited and opportunity 

for further penetration
Which sectors are hot
• Payment and finance solutions remain popular, with a growing focus on crypto
• Well established RegTech ecosystem in Dublin, driven by new regulations and 

increasing focus on KYC/AML in asset management, banking and insurance
• Growing demand for cybersecurity and risk management tools
Market leaders

International B2B payments platform having transferred
over USD 10bn
Client onboarding and lifecycle management software for 
financial institutions and corporations 
Loan provider for UK, EU and international students, lent 
over GBP 50m 

Key takeaways
• Ireland’s financial ecosystem is developing into both a Fintech centre 

competing with London and a bridge between the UK and Europe

Capital invested ($mn) Number of deals closed

UK: Continues to lead Fintech by domestic size and 
ecosystem, first big exits give further boost

Ireland: Well developed ecosystem, supported by 
public initiatives, limited by scarce early stage capital 

1 2
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Fintech activity
• Fintech activity has increased significantly in the last year. Spain represents 5% 

of European Fintech deals and has close to 300 startups
• Market development is supported by established financial institutions, 

including Santander and BBVA
• Growing Fintech adoption rate, at 37% in 20171, driven by payments, finance 

and lending products
• Close ties with Latin America facilitate international expansion

Which sectors are hot
• Crowdfunding and financial management platforms remain strong
• Development of Insurtech, fraud, identity and cybersecurity solutions
• Increasing demand for AI and blockchain tools for financial services

Market leaders
Insurance broker and comparison platform with 60k users
Consumer banking platform with 400k users incl. LatAm
Machine learning-powered business automation tools 
applied to customer engagement and data management

Key takeaways
• Lower cost base than other regions resulting in strong developer ecosystem 

built in hubs including Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia and Sevilla
• UX-led focus will result in the development of consumer software companies

Fintech activity 
• Fast developing Fintech ecosystem with strong support from Emmanuel 

Macron’s government, which is looking to make Paris a global tech hub
• Insurance and banking incumbents, including Allianz, AXA and BNP Paribas, 

are active through partnerships and investments in Fintech
• Launch of Fintech and AI incubators and accelerators, including Station F
• Solid Fintech adoption rate at 27% in 20171 with high growth potential
• Competitive environment, reinforced by incumbents and tech businesses 

including Orange Telecom entering the mobile banking sector

Which sectors are hot
• Development of B2C and B2B offerings in mobile banking and lending
• Solid Insurtech sector benefiting from large investments by French (re)insurers, 

which are the 2nd highest after the US2
• Emergence of Proptech solutions facilitating design, ownership and rental
Market leaders

Crowdlending platform having managed €500m in loans
AI-driven fraud detection and insurance claim management 
tool, processed over 100 million claims
Personal financial management solution with 1.4m users

Key takeaways
• Size and penetration of the local market is significant enough for large local 

players to emerge without the need to expand to other countries in Europe
• Announcement of a €10bn public budget to promote innovation
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France: Government boost paying off, especially in 
AI and B2B

Spain : Cost base and talent pool make region 
attractive, springboard for UX-driven B2B software
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Fintech activity
• Switzerland has a well established Fintech market with 190 businesses
• Google and Facebook have important AI/machine learning teams locally
• Favourable regulatory environment is developing a dynamic “crypto valley” 

ecosystem supporting blockchain businesses and attracting ICOs
• FINMA is lowering regulatory barriers, supporting competitiveness
• Credit Suisse and UBS have backed a start-up hub in Zurich
• High demand for B2B software solutions for financial institutions and SMEs, 

leading to partnerships and direct investments

Which sectors are hot
• Data management solutions for financial services driven by strong local 

financial incumbents as early customers
• Wealth management tools for private banks
• Strong blockchain ecosystem with favourable tax environment
Market leaders

Decentralised liquidity network protocols, potential 
eliminating forex and payment networks. $150m+ raise
AI-driven data management software helping businesses 
reduce manual work by up to 20x
Online platform providing short term financing for SMEs

Key takeaways
• Local hub of banks and wealth managers help reach potential customers
• Relatively high cost base, but the local talent pool is strong

Investment 
Management 23%

Bank Infrastructure 18%

Savings Deposits, 
Credits 16%

Payments 15%

Virtual Currencies 11%

Other 17%

Financial functions in the Swiss Fintech landscape

Source: Deloitte, 2017

Fintech activity
• Germany is experiencing steady Fintech sector growth with 300 active start-ups 

and specialised incubators and accelerators
• B2B business models servicing banks and insurers are thriving and represent 

42% of all Fintechs
• Cooperation between financial institutions and start-ups is growing, with 

numerous partnerships and investments, particularly in credit/lending
• Germany’s share of European Fintech deals remains high at 13%1

• Cash represents 82% of transactions3, making it difficult for businesses to 
access underlying accounting data

Which sectors are hot
• Lending and Insurtech sectors remain strong, Germany is fifth market globally 

based on adoption rates2

• Proptech is emerging with the development of marketplaces, rental platforms 
and services, and benefiting from a strong real estate market

Market leaders
Digital Mastercard current account with 600,000 users and 
partnerships with Transferwise and Allianz
Online big data scoring and machine-learning tools for credit
Enabling businesses to offer banking as a service without 
need to build infrastructure

Key takeaways
• Framework for B2B2C lending/factoring companies is now in place
• VC ecosystem remains active with good focus on early stage businesses
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Capital invested ($mn) Number of deals closed

Germany: Hub for innovation following, with focus on 
execution; leaders in banking and infrastructure emerging

Switzerland: Focus on building deep financial 
technology software, high cost base but talent pool exists
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Fintech activity 
• Sweden drives Fintech growth in the region, led by the success of software 

businesses and mobile payment services providers
• Stockholm’s Fintech hub is delivering on its promise of accelerating ecosystem 

growth even outside of Sweden
• Sweden’s share of EU Fintech deals increased from 8% to 12% in 20172

• The Nordic region is a cashless society, which impacts the type of companies 
coming out of the region

• Access to quality credit and consumer data allows start-ups to build credit and 
lending players

• Increasing collaboration between Fintechs and financial institutions, such as 
DNB, Nordea and Skandiabanken, facilitates open banking progress

• Copenhagen is also emerging as a strong Fintech hub

Which sectors are hot
• “Delightful” B2C products across personal finance management
• Payment innovation remains strong given history and past successes
• SME software is starting to take shape, particularly around accounting systems

Market leaders
Mobile point of sale payment solutions for SMEs
Payment solutions for e-commerce businesses
Banking app with savings, current account and debit card

Key takeaways
• Focus on solutions that solve “big” problems on a Pan-European scale
• Design-led focus will likely see the next B2B2C software winners emerge
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Nordics: Sweden leads but Finland catches up with core 
tech experience, cashless society supports payment lead
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Fintech activity 
• The Dutch market is characterized by the solid performance of its Fintech 

businesses, which are well established in the digital payments, open banking 
and trading sectors

• The Netherlands’ share of European Fintech deals gradually decreased from 
7% in 2015 to 2% today, as other EU markets grow1

• The Fintech adoption rate in the Netherlands is high at 27% in 20172

• Incumbents and local regulators are increasingly active in the Fintech sector, 
providing support and developing cooperation, with Money 2020 and AI 
World Summit moving to Amsterdam

Which sectors are hot
• The Netherlands remains the global payments hub as the ecosystem of former 

Adyen, Global Payments talent further develops
• Emergence of enterprise software businesses focused on security and fraud
• Pensions and insurance companies look for tools and platforms to improve 

their offering

Market leaders
Mobile banking platform, open API and Mastercard 
expanding across Europe
Multichannel payment platform with over 4,500 clients 
across Europe, US and Asia
Omni-channel digital and open banking platform adopted 
by 100 financial institutions globally
Cross-border ecommerce transaction processing platform 
with an international footprint

Key takeaways
• Growing demand for B2B solutions increasing efficiency and facilitating 

digitalization in asset management, insurance and banking 
• Strong base of early stage investors propelling the ecosystem

Netherlands: Adyen puts the country on the map as a 
payment and trading hub
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Fintech activity 
• Development of B2B Fintech solutions is faster than B2C
• 70% mobile social media penetration1, however Fintech adoption is growing 

slowly, from 15% in 2015 to 23% today2

• MAS collaborates with international hubs, creates cooperation agreements and 
“bridges” facilitating ecosystem development and global expansion

• Strong public-private initiatives include Project Ubin, DLT facilitating inter-
bank payments, and sharing of API best practices

Which sectors are hot
• Mature verticals such as payments, remittance and lending remain strong
• Emerging Fintech verticals - blockchain, Insurtech and Regtech, are primarily 

B2B business models due to Singapore being a financial hub
• AI and data analytics have been specifically earmarked by MAS
Market leaders

Cross border securities trading platform
Pan-Asian payment services company 
Singapore’s 1st peer-to-peer lending platform

Key takeaways
• Fintech solutions are expected to evolve beyond low-value and high-volume 

transactions to address more advanced needs of targeted client groups
• B2B winners are likely due to governance and financial centre significance
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Singapore: MAS plays a crucial role in the 
development of the region
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Capital invested ($mn) Number of deals closed

Fintech activity
• Poland is the leading the way in the CEE region as government is starting to 

dedicate resources into building strong financial services ecosystem
• The Baltics remain solid despite a slow down in the number of Fintech 

transactions, with 53 deals in 2017 YTD
• Key outsourcing centre for many of the world’s tier 1 bank which is now 

evolving into a thriving startup ecosystem
• Interbank infrastructure is fairly advanced (Elixir), as push is being made into 

offering consumers in the regime more complex financial products with data 
access improving

• Startups in the region are more likely to collaborate with banks, such as ING 
with Twisto and inviPay, to bring credit solutions to Poland

Which sectors are hot
• Banking, insurance and personal finance management products
• Fraud and data analytics solutions

Market leaders
International money transfer platform
Sales CRM platform for small and medium businesses
Mobile banking platform

Key takeaways
• Strong consumer demand, particularly in Poland, will likely result in a regional 

leader offering access to various financial products
• Baltics will strengthen their Fintech hubs through diversification
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Fintech activity 
• Progressive development in Fintech, largely driven by a supportive regulatory 

environment, i.e. Fintech sandbox and regulations
• 33% of banked population are mobile banking subscribers and mobile 

penetration is relatively high at 64%5, facilitating the development of payment 
apps

• Islamic banking assets are close to 30% of the entire banking system and 
Malaysia issued over 60% of global infrastructure sukuk bonds6

Which sectors are hot
• High demand for payment solutions and mobile wallets
• Development of lending and crowdfunding platforms
• Wealth management and insurance offering is growing
• Increasing demand for automated security and KYC solutions
Market leaders

Develops e-banking and payment solutions
Peer to peer currency exchange and cross border remittance
Peer-to-peer lending and securities crowdfunding 

Key takeaways
• Anticipate the rise of Islamic Fintech as Malaysia steps up as the Islamic hub in 

SEA, supported by established financial institutions, innovation labs and 
incubators

Malaysia: Islamic Finance hub of the region, Fintech 
market remains early but rising
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Payments, wallets, 
remittance 39%

Crowdfunding, lending
19%

Wealth, FX 10%

Comparison, 
marketplace 14%

AI, blockchain 7%

KYC 6% 
InsurTech 5%

Fintech verticals in Malaysia

Source: Fintech Singapore, 2017

Fintech activity
• Payments and insurance remain strong, representing 43% and 17% of Fintechs 

respectively1

• Favourable regulatory environment, Fintech sandbox allowing start-ups to test 
their offering under supervision before rolling out commercially 

• Significant market size and low Fintech penetration rate. Mobile social media 
penetration is only 35%2. High growth expected over next 2 years 

Which sectors are hot
• Banking, lending and personal finance offerings are growing and contributing 

to financial inclusion. 64% of the Indonesian population do not have a formal 
bank account3

• Opportunities are expected in B2C and B2B Insurtech, as Indonesia’s P&C and 
Life insurance sectors are among the three fastest growing globally4

Market leaders
Provider of electronic payment and risk management
Peer-to-peer lending marketplace for SMEs
SME peer-to-peer lending platform

Key takeaways
• Expect strong growth across Fintech sectors, with increasing diversification 

beyond payments and lending solutions
• Fintech activities are still largely driven by B2C solutions
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Indonesia: Becoming the biggest Asian Fintech market 
outside India and China
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Current Finch Capital portfolio
Company

• Jakob Rost, CEO
• Chiragh Kirpalani, CTO

ProductTeam
• Indonesia’s most comprehensive bill payments platform

Headquarters
Indonesia

• Nick Bortot, CEO
• Robbert Bos, CPO • Mobile stock trading app expanding across EuropeUK

• Andhy Koesnandar, CEO
• Carlo Gandasubrata, Business

• Digital platform making financial products accessible to 
Indonesian consumers Indonesia

• Adam Posma, CEO • Automated membership fees collection for sports clubsNetherlands

• Ingo Weber, CEO
• Roeland Werring, CTO • Leading European digital insurance platformNetherlands

• Derk Roodhuyzen, CEO
• Mark van Laar, COO • Digital car repair and insurance claim platformNetherlands

• Michiel Lensink, CEO
• Joost Schulze, Technology

• Online mortgage adviser making broking digital, personal and 
transparent in the NetherlandsNetherlands

• Sergio Pozo Hidalgo, CEO
• Eduardo Leon, CTO

• Software enabling DevOps to launch compliant applications 
instantlySpain

• Anurag Jain, CEO
• Ajay Goyal, CTO

• Global hub for cross-border purchase of prepaid mobile airtime 
and money remittanceUS

• Thomas Bunnik, CEO • Digital wealth management platform. Acquired by BinckNetherlands

• Krik Gunning, COO
• Chris van Straeten, CFRO

• Automated platform allowing financial institutions to manage 
multiple term deposit accounts and optimise KYC processesNetherlands

• Aleksandar Vidovic, CEO • Automated fraud detection and prevention softwareUK

• Dorian Selz, CEO
• Patrice Neff, CCO

• Cognitive insights engine enabling companies to turn meaningless 
data into actionable insightsSwitzerland

• Ishaan Malhi, CEO
• Jonathan Galore, Chairman • First online mortgage broker in the UKUK

• Jaidev Janardana, CEO
• Giles Andrews, Chairman • Largest European peer-to-peer lending platformUK
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For any questions please email:
Radboud@finchcapital.com
Hans@finchcapital.com
Annette@finchcapital.com
Aman@finchcapital.com
Alix@finchcapital.com
Kit@finchcapital.com

We are backing entrepreneurs 
to build financial technology 
market leaders


